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Look Your
Best!
Dress Up from
the Waist Up!

Shakespeare with
Stephannie Gearhart
Nia Lambdin | Reporter
BGSU English professor Stephannie Gearhart
asks the question of how plays like Shakespeare
reveal one’s hopes, fears and beliefs. She now
oversees the planning board for the Ohio Valley
Shakespeare Conference.
Gearhart came to BGSU for her undergrad
where she started as a Psychology major;
however, she switched to an English major after
one semester.
“I started off as a Psychology major, but
at one point I picked up an English minor
and then just switched the two, so I had a
Psychology minor and English major. It was
something that was intellectually satisfying,”
she said.
From that point on, Gearhart was quickly
immersed within the English courses and went
on to receive her master’s and Ph.D. in English.
She has been teaching at BGSU for 15 years.
Within that time, Gearhart had met her
husband, Dean of Honors College and Professor
of English, Dr. Simon Morgan-Russell. They met
in 1995 and have been together ever since.
“One of the greatest things about being
married to Dr. Gearhart is that we really
communicate very well, because we have a long
relationship and because we are interested in
the same things and that we can communicate
through the plays. I think it’s cool to be in a
relationship with someone with whom you can

Men: Shirt & Tie, with
Jackets being optional
Women: Dressy Blouse,
Top or Suit

M A K E A N A P P O I N T M E N T N O W AT

myseniorportrait.com

Stephannie Gearhart | PHOTO BY NIA LAMBDIN
communicate on that level,” he said.
Being the only two professors on campus
with a specialization in Shakespeare,
both Gearhart and Morgan-Russell talk
passionately about the works of Shakespeare.
“We do appreciate Shakespeare, so we
watch stuff, have been to the professional

“To me, that is a reason
to keep returning to him,
because everybody makes
something different of him.
It’s curious to me what
people make of him, how
they remake him, and how
they adapt him.”
— Stephannie Gearhart —
English Professor

theatre to watch Shakespeare and we
watch televised stuff. We do make a lot of
Shakespeare jokes. In certain circumstances,
we will quote Shakespeare,” he said.
Their love for Shakespeare even reaches
into their home and children’s lives.
“Our kids, because there’s all this
Shakespeare stuff hanging around the house,
are happy to read that stuff. They’re only five
and eight, but at least the oldest one can read
pretty well,” he said.
Gearhart shows such a love for Shakespeare
not only through speech, but also through the
setup of her office. Warm lights cascade into
the room filled with bookshelves containing a
vast array of poems, plays and stories. On the
wall sits posters of Renaissance artists and a
tie hangs from the lights near her computer.
Many of her students are influenced by her
passion for Shakespeare. Ash Anteau, a recent
graduate of BGSU, had taken Gearhart’s class
since her junior year of high school.
“My first class with her, I took while I was
still in high school through the College Credit
Plus program, so it’s cool to go from my junior
year of high school to now. I’ve still been able
to have this relationship with her,” she said.
Anteau has relied on Gearhart in more
ways than one. Gearhart was her advisor
and mentor for both her undergrad and
career goals.
“She’s been a really great mentor figure for
me throughout my entire undergrad. She was
my advisor for my undergraduate thesis,” she
said. “As I’m building my career, she’s been
really influential in helping me navigate and
figured out what looks good for grad school.”
>> CONTINUED ON PAGE 11
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LIFE Falcon 4 News
Megan Finke | Managing Editor

Colin Powell Dies
Colin Powell, “one of the most prominent and successful Black Americans
in public life,” according to CNN Politics, has died at 84 years-old from
complications of COVID-19.
Powell was a well respected man that had spent lots of time in the
political world.
He started his career by serving two tours in Vietnam from 1958 to
1989, later in the year he was appointed by President George H.W. Bush to
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the president’s top military adviser.
In this position he oversaw military actions like, the invasion of Panama
to capture Gen. Manuel Noriega and the Persian Gulf war in 1991 to repel
Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait. He later retired from the military in 1993.
In 2001, Powell was appointed by Pres. George W. Bush to be the
first Black Secretary of State. His tenure included 9/11 and the wars in
Afghanistan and Iraq.
Powell’s reputation suffered in 2003, after he made faulty claims to
the U.N. Security Council about the U.S.’s case for war against Iraq. His
information was that Iraqi President Saddam Hussein secretly stashed away
weapons of mass destruction, according to the Associated Press. A month
later, the U.S. invaded Iraq and no weapons of such power were found.
In 2005, Powell retired from government service but still sat on multiple
boards, some of which included: Howard University, the Boys and Girls
Clubs of America, the United Negro College Fund, African American
Mursuem of History and Culture and more.
Powell was immunocompromised as he had multiple myeloma, a type
of cancer that suppresses someone’s immune system. His family notified
the public via Facebook and noted that he was fully vaccinated.

Wondering why your
Wi-Fi is out?
BGSU has made a $4.7 million investment on upgrading wireless
connections throughout campus and is planned to take 15 months to
complete.
This project will replace the entire wireless network and is going
to update nearly 3,000 wireless access points across all it’s campuses,
including: Bowling Green, Huron, Sandusky and Perrsysburg.
In May, the wireless project started in Centennial Hall and worked
its way through about five residence halls and various administrative
buildings through the summer.
Upgrading the University’s Wi-Fi coverage allows students to be
able to rely on technology more.In addition to upgrading WAPs, access
antennas are planned to be installed outside buildings to, “cover parking
lots, particularly the commuter parking lot on the west and north sides of
Perry Field House, as well as the other commuter lots around campus,”
according to BGSU.

Haitian gang kidnaps
missionary group
n a suburb in Port-Au-Prince, Haiti, 17 people were kidnapped by a gang.
On Oct. 19, Haiti’s justice minister, Liszt Quitel said the gang demanded a
ransom of $1 million for each person.
Of the 17 kidnapped, there are 16 Americans and one Canadian, five of
which are children. This group is a part of a U.S.-based Chrisitan aid group,
called Christian Aid Ministries.
Quitel said, “Often these gangs know these demands cannot be met and
they will consider a counter offer from the families, and the negotiations
can take a couple of days sometimes, or a couple of weeks.”

Arrest warrants for
former PIKEs

PHOTO COURTESY OF US NATIONAL ARCHIVES

On Oct. 15, an arrest warrant was issued by the Wood County Adult
Probation Department for former BGSU student Jacob Krinn, one of those
charged in the hazing death of Stone Foltz.
Court documents show Krinn of Delaware, Ohio violated the
conditions of his electronic monitoring program. Krinn was charged
earlier this year with first-degree and third-degree felony involuntary
manslaughter, felonious assault, reckless homicide, obstructing official
business, hazing and failure to comply with underage alcohol laws.
On Sept. 20 a warrant was issued for Benjamin Boyers, another one of
the former students who received the same charges as Krinn, for violating
the conditions of his electronic monitoring program.
Boyers faces charges including involuntary manslaughter, hazing,
tampering with evidence and failure to comply with underage
drinking laws.

PEOPLE
ON
THE

STREET
What’s your favorite
Halloween movie and why?

EMMA
MONTGOMERY
SENIOR
Dietetics

“My favorite Halloween
movie is ‘Halloweentown’
because it’s a classic.”

FELIPE
MEDINA
SOPHOMORE
Exercise Science

“I really like ‘Happy Halloween,
Scooby-Doo!’ Because it’s
goofy and who doesn’t love
Scooby-Doo?”

JENNA
THORPE
SOPHOMORE
Fashion
Merchandise
and Project
Development

“‘Halloweentown’ because
I used to watch it with my
brothers growing up and it’s
always a good feeling movie.”

JONATHAN
RILEY
SOPHOMORE
Creative Writing

“The third ‘Friday the 13th’ is a
classic movie and my favorite.
Close second is ‘The Haunted
Mask’ Goosebumps special.”

BGSU
UPCOMING
EVENTS
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LIFE Falcon 4 Entertainment
Your weekly recommendation of a movie,
book, TV show and album

Jacob Jennings | Reporter
Wednesday, Oct 20th

VISIBLE MAN
ART SHOW

DOROTHY UBER BRYAN
GALLERY // 11-4PM
Wednesday, Oct 20th

BLACK CAMPUS
FEST
BTSU, MULTI-PURPOSE ROOM
// 6-8PM
Thursday, Oct 21st

MONSTER MASH
HALLOWEEN BASH
STUDENT RECREATION
CENTER // 9PM
Thursday, Oct 21st

42ND ANNUAL NEW
MUSIC FESTIVAL
CONCERT 1

KOBACKER HALL
// 3:30PM
Thursday, Oct 21st

SPOOKY
HALLOWEEN TOURS

Movie:

Book:

Any Given Sunday (1999)
This Oliver Stone film depicts an
aging quarterback. Jack “Cap”
Rooney and his old school coach
Tony D’Amato (Al Pacino) for the
Miami Sharks. They find themselves
in another mediocre season until
Cap faces an injury that means
new life for the team. Third string
quarterback Willie Beaman (Jamie
Foxx) gives the team a lightning
jolt to their offense. Showing off his
athletic ability after Cap goes down,
the front office has high hopes for
the playoffs. With constant clashing
with head coach Tony and the
general manager, Christina Pagniacci
tensions are high on the team. New
quarterback Willie Beaman becomes
a show stopper in his next few games
and his swagger impacts his ego.
Beaman starts to stop listening to
his coaches and rather go for the
big plays, which impresses the front
office but the coaches are starting
to turn. With the playoffs on the
rise and Cap Rooney approaching
playing shape, Coach D’Amato has
a decision to make. With Tony’s
contract disputes on the horizon,
does he keep Beaman in for the
playoffs to please the front office or
does he go with his gut and put Cap
back in the game? This movie has
a lot of ups and downs but is truly
a story of human growth and an
understanding of the ins and outs
of professional football. This film is
available on Prime Video and Vudu.

Red, White, & Royal Blue
by Casey McQuiston (2019)
An American boy named Alex
already has enough to deal with with
his mother being the first female
president of the United States and
running for her second term. The
spotlight falls on him after a trip
across the pond to Great Britain for
a royal wedding turns nasty. Alex
meets Prince Henry, once again.
Disaster strikes at the wedding,
which causes the two boys to fake a
friendship on social media. After a
while the two become actual friends,
but friendship sparks a different
kind of love. An opposing candidate
for president does not take the two
boys’ feelings lightly. The candidate
exposes the boy’s love to the world
with leaked emails and pictures. The
world doesn’t quite accept the two
having these feelings.

TV Show:

The Sopranos (1999-2007)
The Sopranos was the talk of the
early 2000s and Rolling Stone
deemed it the best show of all time.
Tony Soprano (James Gandolfini)
comes across as a normal New Jersey
suburban dad who claims he works
in sanitation, and has a lot to hide.
In the beginning of the show, Tony
is a top earner for one of the five
families of the Italian mafia. With the
death of the boss early in the show
and his uncle facing old crimes, Tony
becomes the boss of the New Jersey
crime family. Tony lives a double life
as the boss of two families, his crime
family of Italian men, and his wife
and kids at home. Trying to juggle
being a dad, a boss and avoiding the
law, Tony starts therapy, where much
of the show’s storyline is told. This
show draws the viewer in with the life
of a mob boss who does terrible acts
violence but his heart tends to go
soft when it comes to his lovers, his
children and his crime family. James
Gandolfini played the character of
Tony Soprano flawlessly and made
the viewer love to hate the life he
lived. This is what makes the show
so interesting to the viewer. The
show has won five Golden Globes,
24 PrimeTime Emmys, and eight
Screen Actors Guild Awards. So many
conflicts, twists and turns made
this show an instant classic and it
changed television forever. One of
my favorites of all time, it is available
on HBO Max and Prime Video.

Album:

This One’s For You by Luke Combs
(2017)
With his first number one hit in
“Hurricane’’ shattering the charts in
summer of 2017, Luke Combs quickly
became one of the biggest stars in
country music. His first album “This
One’s For You,” gives listeners their
first taste of his powerful vocals
along with his spunky flare. From
catchy uplifting songs like “When
It Rains It Pours,” to slower lyrical
masterpieces like “Lonely One,”
Combs showed his listeners his
versatility as a singer/songwriter.
This album may have been his debut,
but Combs had quite the following
before. With “Hurricane” and “When
It Rains It Pours” already claiming
spots at the top of charts the young
singer’s fanbase exploded just like his
own fame. Combs’s vocals are unlike
any other and he encompasses the
persona of a happy country man like
no other. I highly recommend this
album for any mood or vibe.

WOLFE CENTER
// 9:30PM
Friday, Oct 22nd-24th

DISTRACTED:
HAUNTED HOUSE
WOODLAND MALL
// 7-11:30PM
For More Information
on The Arts, Theatre,
Musical Arts, and Other
Events visit the following:
>> EVENTS.BGSU.EDU
>> DOWNTOWNBGOHIO.ORG
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HALLOWEEN
AT THE
TOLEDO ZOO
Dawn Violet Todd | Reporter

This past week at the Toledo Zoo was the
place to get into the spirit of the season.
The “Little Boo” and “Pumpkin Path” events
took place last week, with zoo patrons being
invited to come in costume and enjoy trickor-treating, special shows and events, as well
as Halloween-themed decorations throughout
the zoo.
The event only took place last week, but
was a great opportunity for the zoo to draw in
patrons between their summer season and the
“Lights Before Christmas” winter event, which
is beginning this year after Thanksgiving.
The zoo does have another Galloween
event planned, the so-called “Pumpkin Stomp
and Chomp,” on Oct. 23. This event touts the
opportunity to see many animals being given a
pumpkin as a special treat.

PHOTOS BY DAWN VIOLET TODD

$10.14

billion dollars spent on
Halloween related items this
year, setting a record for 2021

10
bil

Numbers
$324mil 1,690
65%
BY THE

of Americans will
celebrate Halloween
this year (estimate).

Spooky season is back and Halloween
is just around the corner. Take a look at
our spooky statistics to learn more about
consumer behavior for this time of year.

Average amount of money
spent on halloween
candy this year,
with skittles
coming in at #1.

Pieces of candy
fill an average
sized pillow
case.

$102.74

Planned spending
per person throughout
Halloween season.

n Carve your own Jack-o-lantern

HALLOWEEN

How to Pumpkin
Aspen Strauss | Reporter

Are you looking for a last-minute way to
celebrate the Halloween spirit in Bowling
Green? With Halloween right around the
corner, it only feels right to get a pumpkin,
eat pumpkin foods and decorate to get into
the festivities.
If you are still searching for farms to
pick out a pumpkin, The Pumpkin Peddler,
located on 20354 North Dixie Highway in
Bowling Green, is the perfect place to start
your search.
You can search for your pumpkin in the
patch, go on a hayride, explore through a
pumpkin maze, and if you are really in the
Halloween spirit, you can even get your face
painted. The Pumpkin Peddler’s pumpkin
season ends when the month of October
closes. They are open on weekdays from
noon till dark, Saturdays from 10 A.M. till
dark, and Sundays from 11 P.M. till dark.

HALLOWEEN
HEADQUARTERS

Make one-of-a-kind costumes
at scary good prices!
Sunday
Monday - Saturday
10 AM to 8 PM 11 AM to 5 PM
1058 N. Main Street
www.goodwillnwohio.com
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n Go get your pumpkin spice

Fall Foods For You

Gretchen Troxell | Reporter

The Sundae Station

PHOTO COURTESY BY PIXABAY

Once you pick out the perfect pumpkin,
you can do the typical festivity of scooping
out the slimy insides of your pumpkin
guts and carving a spooky face into the
pumpkin. Or, you can save the hassle of
the mess and paint directly onto your
pumpkin. Pinterest is one of the best ways
to find fun and cute ideas to decorate or
Google something online and let the
crafts begin.
And, if you’re feeling even more crafty
and creative, you can take part in the
pumpkin head photoshoot that went viral
on TikTok. After carving everything onto
your pumpkin you can cut a big whole
into the bottom of your pumpkin. After
leaving it for a little bit to dry the insides
out, place the pumpkin over your head,
and as an outcome you now can take
festive Halloween pictures. Or even use
your carved pumpkin as a Halloween
costume!
After you are done with your pumpkins
there are many ways to reduce and recycle
your pumpkin after the holiday is over.
Pumpkins are 90% water meaning they
will break down quickly if you decide to
compost your pumpkin. Or you can break
up your pumpkin and feed the wildlife
around your home. If you are a pumpkin
flavor fan you can roast your pumpkin
seeds, make homemade pumpkin puree,
and if you are a big baker you can make
many sweets such as pumpkin donuts,
muffins and if you’re feeling in a sharing
mood you can even make pumpkin
dog treats. n

Located at 1240 W Wooster St., The
Sundae Station has begun serving their
fall flavors. One of these is their pumpkin
pie specialty avalanches, which consists
of a slice of real pumpkin pie blended
with vanilla soft serve and topped with
whipped cream. They also have apple
cider slushies that can be served with or
without caramel and can be mixed with
vanilla soft serve. In addition, their fall
menu includes treats like pumpkin
milkshakes, pumpkin cheesecake
avalanches, pumpkin pie ice cream and
caramel apple crisp sundaes. Aside
from fall treats, they also have a variety
of warm sandwiches and appetizers to
keep you warm from the cold winds of
Bowling Green.

PHOTO COURTESY BY WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

Bowen-Thompson Student Union

NeNe’s Sweets

NeNe’s Sweets is best known for its
cupcakes, macarons, cheesecakes and
ice creams. Located at 10307 Belmont
Meadows Ln., NeNe’s has started to
release their fall treats. These include a
pumpkin cheesecake cupcake topped
with cream cheese buttercream and a
Dutch apple cupcake filled with caramel
and topped with cinnamon caramel
buttercream. To remind you of late fall
evenings, there is also a S’Mores cupcake,
a chocolate cake over graham cracker
crumbs with a marshmallow cream and
topping. In addition, NeNe’s has a variety
of treats where classic fall tastes such as
apple and cinnamon can be added in.

Not in the mood for a drive to Perrysburg
or a walk downtown? You don’t have to go
too far to get your favorite fall treats at the
Bowen-Thompson Student Union. Both
Starbucks and Jamba Juice are now selling
their fall drinks. Starbucks is now offering
their classic pumpkin spice taste in
frappuccinos, lattes and cold brews, and
they’re offering drinks that feature the taste
of apple crisp. In addition, Jamba Juice is
now serving their pumpkin smash
smoothie. This drink comes in its classic
form and can also be made plant based.
The plant-based version uses oat milk
instead of 2% milk, but both versions have
the classic taste of fall.

Local Roots Juice Co.

PHOTO COURTESY BY FLICKR

Although it’s a slight drive to 306 Elm St. in
Perrysburg, Local Roots Juice Co. has some
fun pumpkin and fall flavors that make the
trip worth it. In addition to their normal
variety of Açai bowls, smoothies, toasts,
cold-pressed juice and more, their menu
has expanded with some seasonal treats.
One of these includes their new autumn
Açai bowl that consists of fall spices,
gluten-free granola, fruit, honey, almond
butter and cinnamon. They also have a new
pumpkin protein smoothie that is both
filling and vegan. Fall flavors also show in
their pumpkin cranberry overnight oats
which incorporates pumpkin spices and
organic maple syrup. Overall, Local Roots
Juice Co. is perfect for anyone looking for
the healthier side of fall treats. n
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HALLOWEEN

Where is the line on Halloween costumes?
Matthew Gergely | Opinion Writer
The United States of America, without a
doubt, has its share of skeletons in its closet.
As responsible citizens we share a civic duty
to understand that important parts of our
history come with disturbing details and
numbers. How we choose to remember and
embrace our history is necessary to how those
generations that come after us look at it and
us as a whole.
An important aspect of our history and
culture is how we represent and treat minority
groups and elements of their culture. This
has recently come into question concerning
specific costumes worn by individuals
partaking in the spirit of Halloween.
The most common example of this shift
on the standards of acceptable attire for
Halloween costumes has taken place in the
removal of mascots, imagines and costumes
depicting Native American culture or figures
in ways, in which some have described
as racist, offensive, or at least cultural
appropriation.
Another example is a costume that was
inspired by the character Maui, played
by Dwayne Johnson, in the Disney movie
“Moana.” The costume had the wearer put
on the “skin of Maui,” whose body is covered
with magical tattoos that show traditional
Polynesian mythology and had the wearer
take on the skin complexion of Johnson’s
character.
So this begs the question: what is the
most visible line in the sand for people
to distinguish cultural appropriation and
cultural appreciation?
According to dictionary.com, cultural
appropriation is, “The adoption, usually
without acknowledgment, of cultural identity
markers from subcultures or minority
communities into mainstream culture by

people with a relatively privileged status.”
I have a few problems with the basic
definition of the term. First, adoption I feel
isn’t the correct phrase to use when looking
for Halloween inspiration. It fits more
appropriately in team mascots, such as the
formerly named Washington Redskins or the
Kansas City Chiefs, where fans dress up in
costumes for games which can be described
as the stereotypical American image of Native
Americans.
When dressing up on Halloween you are, at
most, using the costume for a few occasions
and it is a profound part of your identity. You
are merely an actor, like anyone who dresses
up on Halloween, you are playing a character
that is similar to your attire. However, when
you dress up as ethnic groups like Native
Americans and proceed to imitate the popular
misconceptions that were persisted through
film and media, then that might be where the
problems arise.
Another problem I have with the definition
is the favoritism it plays to the minority group.
It gives greater protection to certain aspects
of culture, like clothing, from being able to be
experimented or experienced by the majority
group in an act of reverse-discrimination.
An example that comes to mind is the
popularity of the Black Panther film. Is
it ok for someone that isn’t of African
descent to dress up like the late Chadwick
Boseman character, as long as the level of
their expression is to wear the suit and not
Boseman’s personal features? Should this
fictional character, while highly inspired by
real African traditions, be limited to only a
certain ethnic group to enjoy?
I think the answer to all these questions
comes down to our unique human ability to
solve problems reasonably. Everyone has the

Everyone has the freedom to express themselves openly
with their Halloween costumes. It’s the reason the
holiday is enjoyed by so many, but you should be mindful
of what you decide to dress up as.

Anyone should be able to
dress like another culture as
long as it is accurate
and true to the traditions
they wish to
present themselves,
as long as they don’t
change their phenotype
like skin or hair.

freedom to express themselves openly with
their Halloween costumes. It’s the reason the
holiday is enjoyed by so many, but you should
be mindful of what you decide to dress up
as. If you are going to dress up as someone
outside of your ethnicity, make sure to portray
whoever or whatever you are dressing up as
accurately as possible.
As for more sensible costumes, I believe
anyone should be able to dress up as Black
Panther, just like anyone should be able to
dress up as Captain America. Anyone should
be able to dress like another culture as long
as it is accurate and true to the traditions they
wish to present themselves, as long as they
don’t change their phenotype like skin or hair.
Let us enjoy this Halloween and be able to
freely open ourselves to all sorts of avenues of
expression. n

REALTY, INC.
R E N T REALTY,
A L D E P INC.
ARTMENT
R E N T 419.352.5162
AL DEPARTMENT

rentals@newloverealty.com
419.352.5162
rentals@newloverealty.com
www.newloverealty.com
www.newloverealty.com

OUR RATES
ARE
LONGTIME
SUPPORTERS
NO TRICK
OFALL
THETREAT,
BGSU COMMUNITY
STUDENT RENTALS

STUDENT RENTALS
CONDO/VILLA
RENTALS
CONDO/VILLA
RENTALS
PROFESSIONAL
HOUSING
RENTALS
PROFESSIONAL
HOUSINGFEE
RENTALS
NO APPLICATION
NO APPLICATION
FEE DAILY
RENTALS/VACANCIES
UPDATED
ON UPDATED
WEBSITE DAILY ON WEBSITE
RENTALS/VACANCIES

FIND US ON FACEBOOK
328 South Main Street | Bowling Green, OH 43402
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Survior to survivors: Resources for female safety
Kerrigan Stark | Reporter

A

fter reading the headline: BGSU
associate professor indicted on rape
charges, my heart raced for a good
minute. I skimmed and found out
a professor, if he’s even worthy of
such a title anymore, was found
guilty of sexual assault to a minor. As shocked
as I wanted to be, I wasn’t. Perhaps hardened
by my own experiences, sure, but I had gotten
accustomed to feeling unsafe. That took me
back.
Why was I okay with possibly being in
danger? Why was I settling with the fact that
women are three- times as likely to be raped as
a college student? Why did I accept not being
safe?
This stuck with me for a lot longer than I
thought it would. In fact, it took me back to
my own story of trauma and feeling helpless.
I took solace in knowing I wasn’t in that
situation anymore, but yet again I was feeling
the same way when it happened. I felt weak,
scared and vulnerable, the way all survivors are
often depicted to be, but there was something
I noticed about myself. I was annoyed. Not
at my emotions, but more why I was letting
myself feel this way. Why should any survivor,

Great Selection
WE RENT

n

or even a woman who happens to be a college
student have to feel this deep-rooted fear and
shame? There’s only one answer.
They shouldn’t.
I asked myself ‘what would make women
feel safe?’ and this became ‘what does BGSU
do to make women feel safe?’ Here are some
resources BGSU offers to assit women
on campus.

RESOURCES FOR FEMALE SAFETY

I skimmed and found out
a professor, if he’s
even worthy of such a title
anymore, was found guilty of
sexual assault to a minor.
As shocked as I wanted to be,
I wasn’t.

PreventConnect
A system on social media for people to speak
out for efforts against sexual assault and
relationship violence, and come up with
preventative methods together that they could
bring to their campus or city.

Affordable Prices

Complete Rental Listings
NOW AVAILABLE

Efficiencies/Studios

I N O U R R E N TA L O F F I C E O R O N L I N E

1& 2 Bedroom Apts.
Duplexes/Houses

Close to Campus
Furnished/Unfurnished
Flexible Leases
Complete Rental Listing
available in our
Rental Office or online

FOR RENT
OPPORTUNITY

319 E. WOOSTER ST.

BOWLING GREEN

419-352-6553

319 E. Wooster Street | Across from Taco Bell
Monday to Friday - 8:30am to 5:30pm | Saturday 9am - 3pm

www.johnnewloverealestate.com
SUC
C E S S F U L LY S E R V I N G B G S U S T U D E N T S S I N C E 1 9 7 8

Masculine Engagement Network
This organization was made to bring men of all
titles, including students and staff members,
together to engage in discussion to keep them
well-informed on issues of violence against
women, masculinity and equality.
See it. Hear it. Report it.
A program in place to promote safety of
women and other minorities by a system in
which incidences of discrimination and sexual
harassment/violence can be reported.

Project Respect
This program offers various workshops to open
up the conversation of sexual violence and
destigmatize it.
The Stalking Prevention Awareness and Resource
Center
This program offers resources for stalking
survivors and how to inform the police of the
matter.
All of these programs are available across
social media and have their own websites
detailing how to become a part of their
organization and I encourage everyone to
become a part of them. I also hope to encourage
BGSU to bring these organization’s workshops,
speaking events and overall awareness directly
to campus as much as they possibly can, so that
people know about these resources. Having
access to these preventative measures are a very
important aspect.
But there’s another crucial conversation to
have. What about the ones who have already
been affected by relationship and/or sexual
violence?
Being a survivor of sexual assault and
domestic abuse means that your life is forever
changed. It is of the utmost importance that
you continue to receive the care you need to
live the most mentally healthy life you can have.
Survivors of sexual assault are much more likely
to develop depression, PTSD, substance abuse
issues, eating disorders and anxiety. I like to
think of the saying, “I live with my trauma, but
not by my trauma.” I take the healing process in
strides, but there is no shame in needing a little
extra help to get by.
I hope in sharing these resources for
survivors it encourages those who are living
with an abuse story to give themselves the best
chance at overcoming their trauma and to be
kind to themselves throughout the process. Not
many women know where to start, but I would
really like to change that.

RESOURCES FOR FEMALE SURVIVORS OF
DOMESTIC AND SEXUAL ABUSE

Coalition Against Trafficking in Women works to
bring attention to human trafficking and makes
efforts to prevent and provide care for those who
are survivors of it. The “Financial Help for Women
in Abusive Relationships” link on the BGSU
resources website details a step-by-step plan on
how to leave the abuser and receive financial
assistance, especially within legal matters.
The Cocoon offers a women only shelter for
those who are leaving abusive relationships
by themselves or with their children. LGBTQ
Victims of Domestic Violence offers resources
for those who are within that community that
involve identifying an abusive relationship and
what to do. The National Domestic Violence
Hotline offers immediate assistance for anyone
in an abusive relationship with a boyfriend,
girlfriend, spouse, or any kind of domestic
partnership. The Department of Defense Safe
Helpline is a number you can call or live chat
with to receive help as soon as you can. The
National Organization for Victim Assistance
provides training for advocates to work
alongside survivors throughout the process of
leaving, rehoming, and healing.
The link on the BGSU cite by the name of
“Sexual Assault Information” details the many
definitions of sexual assault and what to do
after it occurs. RAINN, or Rape, Abuse and
Incest National Network, is a website dedicated
to providing a number to call if in immediate
distress mentally or physically from any kind of
assault and lists other important information
for survivors.
With so many programs available to us, there
appears to be nothing more to ask of BGSU. I,
however, believe these resources are nothing
without people knowing they exist.
What I am asking of BGSU is to announce all
of these resources to the entire campus. Most
are aware of the Green Dot services and the
campus escort option (419-372-8360), but not
many have heard of these other organizations.
Having information put up on every bulletin
board is a great way to let everyone know what
is available.
My next complaint would be the inactive
links on the Resources and Services Page of
the Center for Women and Gender Equity
website. Multiple have organizations that
either no longer exist or the link expired. To
me, this appears to be disrespectful towards
survivors and people who actually need the
help. Regularly checking those links requires
no real effort. Another real issue I have with
BGSU is their inability to offer “be prepared
not scared” training. My high school required
self-defense classes at no extra cost to us. S.A.F.E
is an amazing program that offers online classes
on self-defense, awareness, fighting techniques,
and empowerment for women.

For the rest of the article and links to these resources, visit bgfalconmedia.com
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n Falcons volleyball sweeps CMU
n Falcons fall to Huskies
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n Gymnastics mental health

Falcons fall short to
Huskies 34-26
STEVEN IWANEK | REPORTER

Kat Mandly prepares for an oncoming play

PHOTOS COURTESY OF BGSU ATHLETICS

One thing you can say about
Bowling Green’s performance at
Northern Illinois is the effort was
spirited and obvious.
Despite a late second half rally,
the BGSU Falcons fell 34-26 to
the Northern Illinois Huskies on
Saturday.
The Falcons (2-5, 0-3 MAC) came
into the matchup off the heels of
a 35-20 loss to the Akron Zips last
week, and were seeking to wipe the
bad memory out of their heads.
In the first quarter, Christian
Sims got the Falcons on the board
first, with a jet sweep, four-yard
touchdown run to take an early 7-0
lead.
In the second quarter, the Huskies
scored a pair of touchdowns to take
a 14-7 lead, with scores coming from
a three-yard touchdown run from
quarterback Rocky Lombardi, and a
17-yard run from Mason Blakemore.
After a 23-yard field goal from

Falcons’ kicker Nate Needham, who
would make four field goals on the
day, the Huskies delivered a special
team blow. Trayvon Rudolph would
return the ensuing kickoff 100 yards
for a touchdown to extend the
Huskies’ lead to 21-10.
Later in the third quarter, with
the Huskies leading 24-16, Rudolph
scored again for the Huskies,
connecting with Lombardi on a 20
yard touchdown pass to put the
Falcons in a 15 point hole.
In the fourth, with the Falcons
trailing 34-19, after a defensive
stand, quarterback Matt McDonald
would find his reliable target Austin
Osborne for a 36-yard touchdown
to cut the Huskies lead to 34-26.
However, the strong running game
closed out the game for the Huskies
and gave them the win.
McDonald, who finished 16/41 for
235 yards and one touchdown, spoke
about how his team needs to convert

BGSU SWEEPS CMU Nate Needham
Volleyball team gets the brooms out again at Mount Pleasant

A

DREW TERHALL | SPORTS REPORTER

nother match, another
sweep for the BGSU
volleyball team. The
Falcons clipped Central
Michigan University in
three sets to extend their win streak to
nine straight on Oct. 16.
CMU did give BGSU a scare early
on. The first set of the match went into
extra points.
The Chippewas did get more kills
than the Falcons with 17-15. That only
took them so far in the set.
With nine attacking errors and
three service errors in the set, BGSU
stayed in the set and finished with two
straight points for the 27-25 set win.
As long as the Chippewas could
stay close or match the Falcons in
kills, they were competitive in the set.
For the match, CMU had 43 kills and
BGSU had 45 kills.
However, the offense declined for
PHOTO BY
CMU as the match went on.
After
BGSU
ATHLETICS
reaching 17 kills in the first set, they

It was“
another

successful day for
the Falcons’ front line.
They reached
double-digit blocks
again with
11 total team blocks.

“

—Drew Terhall —
Sports Reporter
had 13 kills in each set after.
The efficiency went down as well
for CMU. After hitting for .178 in
the first set, they hit for .163 in the
second set and .114 in the third set.
The Falcons limited the Chippewas’
hitting percentage to .152 in the
match.
BGSU eventually became their
dominant self in the match. After
being down 6-2 early in the second

set, they clawed back to win the
second set 25-22.
Once the third set started, the
Falcons aimed to finish the match.
They started the set on a 6-1 run. The
Chippewas came close at times, but
could never even tie the Falcons in
the third set.
In the third set, the Falcons hit for
.400. They had 16 kills and only two
attacking errors. For the Chippewas,
they had 13 kills and eight attacking
errors. BGSU won the set 25-19.
The offense finished the match
with a hitting percentage over .300,
hitting for .304.
After struggling in the last match
against CMU, redshirt freshman
Kat Mandly led the team in kills this
match with 17. Mandly also hit for a
career best .467.
Junior Petra Indrova also reached
double-digit kills with 14 in the
match. Seven of her kills came in
the first set.
>> CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

>> CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

BGSU player of the week
RHYS PATRYKUS | REPORTER

This week’s player spotlight is
set on Bowling Green Football’s
placekicker, Nate Needham.
In last Saturday’s game
against Northern Illinois,
Nate went 4 of 4 on field goal
attempts, his longest being
from 49 yards.
He scored over half of the
Falcons’ points, totaling a
career-high 14 of the team’s 26
points on the day.
For his efforts, he was
awarded MAC East Special
Teams Player of the Week, his
2nd time taking home the
award this season.So far this
season, Needham leads the FBS
in FG%, 40+ yard field goals
made, and he is one of 8 FBS
kickers to have made multiple
50+ yard FGs on the season.
PHOTO COURTESY OF BGSU ATHLETICS
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MENTAL HEALTH
IN GYMNASTICS

MACY ROSS | REPORTER

G

ymnast Simone Biles
removed herself from
the Olympic team
competition and the
all-around final because
the “twisties” were affecting her
mental health in a negative way,
according to The Washington Post
on July 28. The BGSU gymnastics
team has also experienced the
“twisties,” and say they continue to
put their mental health first in all
circumstances.
College gymnasts say they have
a lot to juggle, including school,
practice, their friends and family.
These gymnasts practice 20 hours
a week, plus strength training. With
these hours added onto school,
many gymnasts say they are
mentally exhausted.
“Being a gymnast in college is
like having a full-time job,” Senior
BGSU Gymnast Kayla Chan said.
To add onto the intense practice
schedule, gymnastics can be
simply dangerous. Gymnasts
must train their bodies and mind
to do unimaginable skills on
apparatuses not generally used in
everyday life. With this comes scary
consequences, like being affected
by the “twisties.” The “twisties” can
happen to any gymnast, at any
given time, no matter the event.
There is no way for them to plan for
this occurrence.
“Suddenly you’re upside down
in midair and your brain feels
disconnected from your body.
Your limbs that usually control
how much you spin have stopped
listening and you feel lost,” The
Washington Post wrote.
All these factors combined can
take a toll on the athletes’ mental
health. Chan explains this as a
‘mental game.’ In this case, it is
important for the athlete to do
what is best for them. This could
mean for the gymnasts to take the
time to do mental routines and
visualization or, in some cases, for
the gymnasts to take time off from
their sport. The main idea is they
get the help they need and take
care of themselves.
“Get yourself back to your
support system, get yourself back
to the place that you feel good

about and do what you need to
do,” Sports Psychologist and BGSU
Professor, Dryw Dworsky, said.
Mental health is not always an
easy topic to discuss. With that
being said, many different options
exist for BGSU athletes to talk
about their mental health. The
Counseling Center, their coaches,
their friends and family and even
professors, are all good outlets to
reach out to when these athletes
are struggling. Coaches say it is
important to not deal with this
alone, because several athletes
have said it is a very difficult spot to
get out of without help.
“It’s almost like being tangled in
a web and the counselor can slowly
untangle that, so the person is free
to do what they want to do with
their gymnastics,” BGSU Women’s
Head Gymnastics Coach, Kerrie
Turner, said.
Another important factor
affecting the gymnasts mental
health is the environment they are

in. The BGSU gymnastics team say
they have plenty of support to go
around the entire team. In the case
the athlete makes a mistake, the
coaches give helpful critiques and
continue to cheer them on. Coach
Turner does a great job making sure
everyone is working to their full
potential without adding any extra
pressure. The athletes constantly
cheer their teammates on, even if
they are doing a basic skill. The girls
resemble a family, and they even
have their own chant they say as a
group.
“‘B what?’ ‘B-G’ ‘Get your Falcon
mind right,’” said the BGSU
gymnastics team.
It is important to take your mental
health seriously, no matter what
the cause may be. Whatever the
circumstance is, do what is best for
you, individually.
“It’s more important to be happy
as a person than to push through
something that is taking so much out
of your everyday life,” Chan said.

“

It’s more important to be happy as a person
than to push through something that is taking
so much out of your everyday life

“

—Kayla Chan —
Senior BGSU Gymnast
PHOTO COURTESY OF NPR.ORG

Falcons fall
continued from page 9

more field goals into touchdowns.
“We’re hurting ourselves right
now,” McDonald said. “We gotta get
six points instead of three because
if we got six points in two or three
out of those times we were winning
that game, so that’s where we got to
improve, and we’re going to do that.”
Coach Scot Loeffler knows that his
team is battling hard, but needs to
find ways to break through adversity.

“

We have to work
our tail off
to push this boulder
over the hill
and finish games.

“

—Scot Loeffler —
Head Football Coach
“I told our guys at the end of the
game that we are competitive now
and these games are going to come
down to two, three or four plays
and you never know when they are
going to show up,” Loeffler said.
“We have to work our tail off to push
this boulder over the hill and finish
games.”
For the Huskies, they found great
success in their running game, as
they would finish with 319-yards
rushing. Running back Jay Ducker
led the committee with 218 yards on
33 carries.
The Falcons will be returning
home to the Doyt on Saturday,
Oct. 23 at noon to take on Eastern
Michigan on senior day.

Volleyball
continued from page 9

Senior Hanna Laube continued
to run the offense at a high level and
Laube had 38 assists in the match.
For CMU, senior Sierra Gray was the
only Chippewa with double-digit kills
with 10.
It was another successful day for
the Falcons’ front line. They reached
double-digit blocks again with 11
total team blocks. CMU could only
reach three total team blocks.
Junior Madelynn Luebcke led the
team with five block assists. Senior
Katie Kidwell and Mandly finished
second on the team with four block
assists each.
The Falcons will have a quick
turnaround with a road trip to Oxford
on Oct. 20 to face Miami (OH).

UPCOMING
EVENTS:
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 21ST

VS
BGSU VS. BUFFALO // 7PM
WOMENS SOCCER

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 22ND

VS
BGSU VS. EMU // 6PM
VOLLEYBALL

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23RD

VS
BGSU VS. EMU // 12PM
FOOTBALL

VS
BGSU VS. MIAMI // 7:07PM
HOCKEY
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 24TH

@
BGSU VS. AKRON // 1PM
WOMENS SOCCER
ESPN3

FOR MORE

VISIT:

BG Falcon Media
BGFALCONMEDIA.COM FOR BG
NEWS AND MORE INFO

WBGU-FM 88.1 BROADCASTING TO BG
AND OTHER SURROUNDING AREAS
BGSUFALCONS.COM FOR BGSU
ATHLETIC EVENTS AND TICKET SALES
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Shakespeare with Stephannie Gerhart
continued from page 2

In 2012, Gearhart received the Master Teachers
Award, which was no surprise to students
because of her passion and willingness to
always better their understanding.
“To me, the most gratifying thing is sort of
getting students to see that they can read a
really hard text and they can engage with very
serious questions that I think critics engage with
and experts in the field,” she said.
Hannah Boyle, English Literature and Theatre
major, described Gearhart as “sweet and very
personable,” never turning away a question.
“I took her both semesters because I enjoyed
the first class so much and the second class

According to the Ohio Valley Shakespeare
Conference, William Shakespeare is of cultural
significance, and they aim to promote the study
of his and other modern dramatists’ works.
Gearhart has been a part of the conference
for six years and has usually had the job of
reading proposals, organizing panels, and
finding venues.
“I’ve been on the board of the Ohio Valley
Shakespeare conference since 2015. The
president, who is a faculty member at Owens
[College], reached out to me and asked if I’d be
interested in helping with planning,” she said.
Gearhart sees the importance of Shakespeare

WHEN
THERE’S NO
SPORTS
THERE’S
ROCK

“She’s been a really great mentor figure for me
throughout my entire undergrad. She was my advisor for
my undergraduate thesis,” she said. “As I’m building my
career, she’s been really influential in helping me navigate
and figured out what looks good for grad school.”
— Ash Anteau —
BGSU Graduate
was what really sparked the ‘oh, I think I want
to do that’ because she made it so fun and
interesting,” she said.
Morgan-Russell sees Gearhart in full as a
teacher and person.
He said Gearhart is passionate about her
work and is really involved in making sure her
students are engaged.
“She spends a lot of time thinking about
teaching and preparing for teaching. She does
enjoy her research which I believe is why she
is involved within the Ohio Valley Shakespeare
Conference. She loves theatre, performance
and literature,” he said.
Shakespeare has been Gearhart’s field of
study because it is often requested by her
audience. She talked of Shakespeare vividly;
however, he is not her favorite artist of the
renaissance age. He is just one of her 		
many favorites.
“It is very important to understand
Shakespeare in his own context,” she said.
“I think Shakespeare is clearly a man of his
culture, of his moment, but that’s not to say
what we’re going through right now doesn’t
make connections.”
Gearhart teaches Shakespeare in such
a way to help her students understand 		
who Shakespeare is and what is known
about him. She is making connections
through Shakespeare’s time and the 		
21st-century problems.
“I want them to see how Shakespeare’s plays
were speaking to his culture and how they
were responding to issues of changes,” she
said.

in today’s culture as revealing one’s innermost
self. She says Shakespeare reveals a lot about
an individual, but also a lot about culture.
“To me, that is a reason to keep returning to
him [Shakespeare], because everybody makes
something different of him. It’s curious to me
what people make of him, how they remake him
and how they adapt him. They are also revealing
their concerns and biases,” she said. n
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COVID

H O TLI NE
Chloe Kozal | Reporter

The BGSU COVID-19 Response Hotline has
been frequented since August 2020, with up to
hundreds of calls a week.
“People who call the hotline are often
anxious or worried. It’s the job of the hotline
to put them at ease, share the facts and help
with next steps,” Brandi Barhite, BGSU’s
hotline supervisor and Director of Enrollment
Communications, said.
The hotline faces a wide-ranging scope
of topics from callers. According to hotline
responder Christine Nelson, “classroom
distancing, mask-wearing concerns by
faculty members, concerns about faculty
not accommodating due to quarantine
isolation, parents concerned about isolation
in campus housing and concerns about the
vaccine mandate and finding how to receive
the COVID-19 vaccine” are all discussed on a
weekly basis at the hotline.
The hotline consists of three people who
manage the phone, and one supervisor, Barhite,
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for the whole campus. Each worker has parttime shifts, and each call gets an intake report
based on the situation discussed during the
phone call or if a caller leaves a voicemail.
Depending on the topic, the hotline responders
attempt to solve the concern or report it. Even if
a caller leaves a voicemail, the hotline workers
always attempt to call them back.
A majority of phone calls to the hotline
currently are from students and BGSU
community members reporting positive cases
or reporting a covid exposure and needing
guidance with BGSU’s coronavirus policies.
When BGSU President Rodney Rodgers
announced a COVID-19 vaccine mandate on
Sept. 2, the hotline was flooded with voicemails.
“We had 400 calls over seven days due to
the vaccine mandate announcement. I logged
on to 55 calls that night left over from the last
shift, and had to log off that night with leftover
voicemails,” Nelson said.
Nelson said the public has been very patient
with any wait times that occur, and there are
very few frustrated callers.
“We primarily work with Chief Health Officer
Ben Batey, but we also work with representatives
from housing, advising and academics if
a student has questions about isolation or
quarantine and how that might affect living and
learning on campus,” Barhite said.
Sophomore Adam “AJ” Firestein tested

positive for COVID-19 in the earlier half of the
fall 2021 semester.
“My experience with the hotline itself was
not too bad. I took a COVID test through the
app they require us to go through and when it
came back positive it automatically alerted the
covid hotline. The people on the hotline called
me every day to track my symptoms and ask
questions” Firestein said.
Firestein experienced difficulties with
quarantining on campus and transitioning from
living in a dorm to living in quarantine in an old
fraternity house in the Greek Village, expressing
that the impact of having COVID-19 led to
difficulties getting to the house, as well as a lack
of supplies provided. However, some issues he
experienced with quarantining on campus did
not directly relate to the hotline.
“The next morning (after testing positive),
I received a call from the hotline saying that
I had about an hour to pack up. I then had
to carry all my stuff over to the COVID-19
housing myself, which was about a mile walk,
while having covid, a respiratory illness. It took
me almost an hour to walk all the way over.”
Firestein said.
COVID-19 cases at BGSU have been relatively
low, according to BGSU’s COVID-19 Dashboard.
As of Oct. 11, there are currently 15 confirmed
cases and 6 suspected cases of coronavirus for
students, faculty and staff.

A common concern cited among
students is classroom distancing. According
to a BG Falcon Media Q&A poll on
Instagram, seven out of eight respondents
discussed the lack of distancing in their
in-person classes when responding to the
question: “Are your classrooms socially
distanced?”
“No, in addition when students wear their
masks incorrectly, most professors will not
correct them. It’s extremely unsafe. We are
way too close in most classes.” Sophomore
Cam Bruder replied on Instagram.
Senior Taylor Kitchen also replied on
Instagram, “One of my classes started
(socially distanced) and then gave up.
Otherwise, no. Many professors are
requesting larger rooms with no response…
they’re trying.”
As COVID-19 cases decrease due to
vaccinations, the hotline’s task may
adjust from managing positive cases and
quarantining students, faculty and staff to
focusing on responding to and assisting
students and faculty concerned about
classroom distancing and mask-wearing. n
The BGSU COVID-19 Response Hotline can be
reached at 419-372-3000 and is active Monday
to Friday from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. and Saturday
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

B.G. Transit

bg

“Public transportation for everyone”

Need a ride?
Call B.G. Transit

1. Attired
2. Possess
3. Rectal
4. Alley
5. Cookhouse
6. Dusk
7. Young sheep
8. Wicked
9. Diners
10. A sport involving a
ball and a net
11. Electronic letters
12. Temporary workers
13. 1 1 1 1
21. Make lace
25. Mistake
26. Backside
27. "Do ___ others..."
28. Decree
29. Ancestor
30. Anagram of
"Wordy"

One-hour advanced reservation required
OHIO RELAY NETWORK: 1-800-750-0750

For fares and other information call 419.354.6203
www.bgohio.org

Male has room for rent
to clean, honest and
responsible person.
W/D, TV & more.
$280/month
plus $100 deposit.
No other bills.

419-354-6117

1. Blackboard tool
6. Delight
10. Quash
14. Hawaiian veranda
15. Magma
16. Portent
17. ___-garde
18. Leave out
19. Disabled
20. Luscious
22. What we kiss with
23. An unskilled actor
24. Bobbins
26. Footstool
30. Anagram of "Diary"
32. Labor group
33. Motorboat
37. Celebrity
38. Ups and _____
39. Impish
40. Hotelkeepers

42.
43.
44.
45.
47.
48.
49.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.

Hold responsible
Frothy
Gully
Picket line crossers
Flipper
Immediately
Remedy that alleviates pain
Snack
Chocolate cookie
Connecting points
Pot
Jewelry
Districts
Equal
Contributes
Not fresh

news

31.
33.
34.
35.
36.
38.
41.
42.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
57.

Barley beards
Verse
By mouth
Crest
Not we
Dispersion
Toss
Elongated yellow fruit
7 in Roman numerals
Rock
Hindu social division
Whips
Break
Dry
Extend credit
Legal wrong
Notion
Calf's meat
To be, in old Rome
Bar bill

BUCKET
LIST 2021

✔ SWIMMING
AND DIVING
Don’t miss BGSU’s Swimming
and Diving meets this season.
On Oct. 23, walk over to the
Cooper Pool at the Student
Recreation Center to see your
classmates swim and dive against
Miami RedHawks.

bg
news

HALLOWEEN
EDITIONS

Wednesday 10.20.21
Wednesday 10.27.21
• Haunted Houses
• Jack-O-Lanterns
• Costume Contests

